
Haywards Heath & District Table Tennis League 
Season 2012/2013 
 
Matchday 6 (14th November 2012) 
 
Premier Division  

 
Marc Burman and David Champneys both lost their 100% record on the same 
evening. Bullets lying second in the table called up their strongest team of David 
Champneys, Tomas Pomej and Fred Bodeau to play Warriors Annabel Bridger, 
Barry Cheer and Marc Burman. Final score 7-3 to Bullets. 
 
With Marc Burman continuing to play with a hard bat it was back to the good old 
days of long rally’s and entertaining table tennis. Marc first played David and as 
both were on 100% both wanted to win. Marc came out on top after a long 
game. Bullets Tomas Pomej fancied his chances to take the 100% crown off 
Marc. In a five setter 9-11, 11-7, 11-4, 7-11 Tomas took the final set 13-11 to be 
the first player to defeat Marc this season. 
 
For Bullets a treble for Tomas, two for David and one from Fred. Fred paired up 
with David to defeat Annabel Bridger and Barry Cheer in the doubles. 
For Warriors two for Marc, one for Barry Cheer and third player Annabel lost all 
three but is rapidly making her mark in the premier. 
 
Bats are battling it out with Bullets for top spot and came out 6-4 winners over 
Dynamos with Terry Dean and Carol Eckersley proving too strong for the Caddy 
trio. Both Carol and Terry scored trebles while for Dynamos one each for Peter, 
Matthew and Richard. Richard and Matthew also defeated Bats Samantha 
Monk and Terry in the fifth set of the doubles. 
 
Lindfield Thunderbolts without their number one brought Harold Torkington out 
of semi retirement and he proved a match winner with the only treble of the 
evening to help his team to a 7-3 win over Burgess Tigers. Eric Smith grabbed 
two and David Metcalfe one and together they won the doubles. For Tigers 
Mike Day won two, defeating Eric Smith and David Metcalfe and Angus Ogg 
won one. 
 
Cuckfield went Down to Hang Em High 6-4 but it all hinged on the doubles for a 
draw for Cuckfield or a win for Hang Em High. For Hang Em High two for 
Michael Bridger, one for Toby Champneys and two from the old stalwart Paul 
Brinkhurst playing his first game for Hang Em High. In the doubles Michael and 
Paul were up against Paul Read and Bev Godfrey and did very well to come out 
on top in the fifth set. For Cuckfield, Bev Godfrey one and Paul Read a well 
deserved treble. 
 
Division One 

 
Magiks keep their nose in front with maximum points against Ashenground. 
Trebles all round for Tony Turk, Alistair Blue and Kevin Deacon. Tony and 
Kevin also won the doubles. 



For Ashenground who played well against the top side Tony Ells went to five 
with both Alistair Blue and Kevin Deacon. Shirley Williams and Elliot Brook-
Wadham both played well. 
 
In second spot The X Men had to work hard for their 6-4 win over Gangsters. 
The X Men’s Phil Sayers and John Bridger both scored trebles while Gangsters 
Nooch Staplehurst, Vincent L’Estrange and Jim Edwell all won one. Nooch and 
Vincent defeated Tim Grant and John Bridger in the doubles. Final score 6-4 to 
The X Men. 
 
Misfits with one senior player and two juniors took on second in the table 
Wanderers and came away with a point. For Wanderers Phil Harvey, Ray 
Parker and Muriel Brewer all won two singles. Muriel and Ray also won the 
doubles. For Misfits Mounis Abosedira won all three singles. Junior David Lea in 
his first league match performed very well coming close to Phil and taking a set 
off Muriel. 
 
The clash of New Lads and The Wild Bunch with five juniors and one senior 
(Tom Christophersen) ended in a very exciting five all draw. New Lad’s players 
Alex Bryant won two with Jack Ashworth and Dan Booth winning one each. 
Jack and Alex combined to win a very exciting doubles against Kate Bridger 
and Tom Christophersen 11-6 in the fifth. 
 
For The Wild Bunch a treble for Tom including coming back from 2 down to 
defeat Alex in the fifth. Luca Christophersen was the unlucky one losing two 
games in the fifth. While team mate Kate came through with two wins both 11-8 
in the fifth. 
 
Report by Brian Taite 


